Wellness & Spa || HOTEL SPLIT

Unforgettable

Wellness Experience
Wellness experience begins already in Hotel Split guest rooms, since it is completely sea-oriented and the
immense blue horizon can be thoroughly enjoyed from every room
Promo HOTEL SPLIT

What makes Hotel Split unique and
different is the individual, a la carte
approach to every single guest

L

ocated on a beautiful pebbled beach in
Podstrana, on the very city limits of Split,
Hotel Split is a family-run boutique hotel
featuring prominent and award-winning
architectural design, constructed according to environmentally friendly principles,
which define its day-to-day business operations as well. Completely sea oriented, Hotel Split offers
its guests stunning views of the sea and the nearby
islands from every room and from the comfort of their
bed. Family ownership, a small competent team and
boutique features allow the staff individual approach to
every guest and tailor a personalized, unique experience.

Sea L’Aroma Spa & Wellness

Sea L’Aroma is a wellness concept paying special attention to aromatherapy, allowing you to test and select
favorite scents and essences for the range of available
treatments, massages and activities. Sanarium Spa Suite
is the pearl in the crown of Sea L’Aroma Spa & Wellnes
offer – a VIP corner featuring whirlpool, sauna and
relaxation area. The space is closed and reserved for private use of up to 4 persons – for you and your selected
company. The intimate atmosphere will allow you to
relax and enjoy the pleasures of wellness with refreshing
drinks, light snacks, music or reading according to your
wishes.

Aroma Body & Mind for two
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Aroma Body & Mind for two, a unique experience
available on the spectacular Lobby bar terrace, is not to
be missed. Surrounded by the blue skies and the sea,
reflected in the walls and terrace ceiling, you can enjoy
a relaxing aromatic massage with your partner. The
Lobby terrace will be reserved especially for you for this
particular treatment, becoming your private relaxation
haven.
Vacation time can also be the time you and your
partner indulge in medical, physical, cosmetic and
anti-cellulite treatments. Our skilled team of kinesiologists, physiotherapists and beauticians are here to meet
all your wishes and needs. And, following treatments
and relaxation in our wellness & spa zone, Hotel Split
pebbled beach, proudly flying the White flag, Perun
hill and the pristine blue sea invite you to discover the
magic of outdoor activities. Savor your vacations and
wellness experience tailored especially for you – experience Hotel Split!

